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Reference age
Average reference age (between document 
issue year and cited reference PY) is rather 
similar between the producers at 8-10 years. 
The data shows a log normal distribution 
between -2 and 108 years (the  former number 
is due to mismatch between guideline issue 
year and the publishing of the scientific basis 
document from which the references where 
pulled).

The impact maps (author address city (above) and 
country (below) shows interesting properties. Maps 
are based on full counts, but still show important 
aspects of the cited references. There is a large 
Western Europe with an emphasis on Anglo-Franco-
German-+ cities. 

At the national level there is a Western Europe emphasis. The map 
shows the 27 countries that have at least 100 cited references in the 
documents, but is colour coded based on mean citation score in WoS 
(October, 2016). North America, U.K and Western Europe are among 
the more highly cited, while Poland stand out as the most highly 
cited nation. Swedish research also stand out negatively in terms of 
receiving fewer citations on average than comparable countries.

Organisation, (acronym), [organisation in Swedish], document 

types [document type in Swedish]

No.

docs

No. refs

Medical Products Agency (MPA) [Läkemedelsverket] Treatment 

recommendations [Behandlingsrekommendation]

30 3,247

Swedish Agency for Health Technology Assessment and 

Assessment of Social Services (SBU) [Statens Beredning för

medicinsk och social Utvärdering] Scientific Assessments [SBU 

utvärderar]

69 11,232

Swedish National Board of Health and Welfare (SoS) 

[Socialstyrelsen] Clinical Guidelines [Kliniska riktlinjer]

14 6,890

Total 113 21,369

Source data
The data used for analysis consists of references matched 
by PubMed ID in Web of Science (21,369 citations) from 
Clinical guidelines, Treatment recommendations and 
Scientific assessments from three major national providers 
of clinical evaluation documents in Sweden issued between 
2010 and 2015. The three stakeholders were Swedish 
National board of health and welfare, SBU–Swedish Agency 
for Health Technology Assessment and Assessment of 
Social Services, and the Medical Products Agency. 

The Jaccard index

For the clustering of clinical guidelines, we have used the 
Jaccard index, which is a measure of overlap between sets. 
The Jaccard index for two non-empty sets A and B is defined as

𝐽 𝐴, 𝐵 ≜
𝐴 ∩ 𝐵

𝐴 ∪ 𝐵
= 1 −

𝐴 △ 𝐵

𝐴 ∪ 𝐵

where △ denotes symmetrical set difference. The Jaccard
index is directly related to a metric (distance measure) called 
the Marczewski-Steinhaus metric, having the following 
definition (Rousseau, 1998):

𝛿MS 𝐴, 𝐵 ≜ 1 − 𝐽 𝐴, 𝐵 =
𝐴 △ 𝐵

𝐴 ∪ 𝐵

In our study, the Jaccard index has been applied by mapping 
each guideline 𝑔𝑖 onto its corresponding set 𝐹(𝑔𝑖) of 
references and defining a similarity measure sim over the set 
of guidelines as

𝑠𝑖𝑚(𝑔𝑖 , 𝑔𝑗) ≜ 𝐽(𝐹(𝑔𝑖), 𝐹(𝑔𝑗))

The function sim generates pairwise similarity values in the 
range [0, 1]. These similarity values have been used to specify 
the association strength between documents in the data set 
underlying the clustering and visualisation in VOSViewer.

Citation impact maps

We have used the R package ggmap to produce maps of citation impact. The authors' addresses were extracted from the 
C1 field in the Web of Science set of references and converted to geographic coordinates by means of the Google Maps 
Geocoding API. We have plotted the locations having citation frequency >= 50. The statistic underlying the map is the full 
citation count, i.e. we have not applied author fractionalisation.


